
he high level banksters known as the Rothschild family offered the White Dragon 
Society $25 trillion to �go away.� When the WDS representative said �can you make it $
50 trillion?,� they answered, without hesitation, �sure whatever you want.� The proble
m is the WDS cannot accept either stolen money or money that was fraudulently cr
eated. In any case, the Rothschilds and the Bush crime syndicate are just playin
g for time because they are both still trying to start WW3. Israel has been give
n the green light by Obama gang boss Rahm Emmanuel to attack Iran. Bush/Rothschi
ld agent Ahmadinejad will then be given the green light to destroy most of Israe
l, according to high level Pentagon sources. They hope this tragic course of eve
nts would then set off their Gog/Magog fake end times scenario. The Israeli peop
le need to prevent this insanity ASAP by removing the gangster Benjamin Netanyah
u from power.

The situation in the US, meanwhile, is moving closer to open revolt. The legal a
ctions against Obama Justice Department head Eric Holder are meant to remove the
 first legal obstacle to impeaching Obama and his cabinet, according to Pentagon
 and CIA sources. This legal action is being reported by Murdoch�s Fox TV but not 
by other corporate media outlets. Murdoch is currently allied with the WDS.

The lawsuit involving the theft of funds belonging to the non-aligned nations of
 the world is also being readied for filing in early November. This lawsuit is s
upposed to lead to hundreds if not thousands of elite arrests, according to the 
filers but, it has been delayed often and the proof will be in the pudding.

The Chicago branch the Rothschild/Bush fascist crime syndicate headed by Rahm Em
manuel (related to Italian fascist king Victor Emmanuel?) has provided Israel, a
gainst Pentagon objections, with the cluster bombs and bunker busting bombs it n
eeds to attack Iran. The Mossad operation involving a fake Iranian plot to kill 
the Saudi Ambassador is supposed to be the reason for this assault. Bush/Mossad 
agent Iranian President Ahmadinejad will then use the assault to trigger �Armagedo
n� in Israel, the Pentagon sources say.

However, even if Israel is sacrificed by these fascists, the attack will not tri
gger their desired World War 3.

The Pentagon and CIA sources have also added that one of the reasons for the hol
ocaust of European Jews is that they refused to hand over their gold to the roya
l families of Europe. The royal families wanted to monopolize the world�s gold in 
order to take over the global financial system, these sources say. World War II�s 
main purpose was to confiscate all the global gold supplies not under the contro
l of these families.

The WDS has also been contacted by a group claiming to be the �real illuminati.� The
y say their order was founded by King Solomon and Pythagoras and is opposed to a
n ancient Satanic cult run by the Royal Families. Their representative claims th
is �illuminati� group was behind the French, American and Russian revolutions. They 
say their membership consists of 6,000 highly influential individuals who are no
t part of the old dynastic families (the 13 bloodlines, also called �illuminati bl
oodlines� by some writers).

It is worth nothing the people from the P2 Freemason lodge in Italy also called 
themselves �illuminati,� even though their leadership consisted of ancient inbred Ro
man aristocratic families.

We have been able to independently confirm that this individual, who calls himse
lf Alexander Romanoff, is connected to MI6, KGB, the Australian Security Police,
 Canadian military intelligence and the international drug mafia. We confirmed t
his through multiple sources including members of all of the above mentioned age
ncies and groups.



Romanoff says he helped former world chess Champion Bobby Fischer when he was ar
rested in Japan in 2004. He got Fischer an Icelandic passport to prevent him fro
m being deported to the United States. Fischer then informed Romanoff he was a �gr
andmaster of the illuminati.� Romanoff also says Fischer told him he was the origi
nal mastermind behind the 911 terrorist attack against the US. The ultimate moti
ve of this attack was to provoke a revolution in the US against royalist control
, who they refer to as the �old world order,� as opposed to the �new world order,� this 
illuminati group stands for.

Given the use of the phrase �new world order,� by bloodline member Bush and his ilk,
 my advice to this individual was that his group needed to change the name of th
e regime they plan to set up to something that has fewer negative associations.

Romanoff says his group supports meritocracy, or rule by the most competent, and
 opposes hereditary rule by inbred families. It is interesting to note that Asia
n triads and yakuza groups are also opposed to nepotism.

The son of a yakuza boss would never be allowed to inherit control of his father�s
 gang although he might be allowed to join a different gang.

In Japan meanwhile, the Yakuza and the Japanese military police have informed th
is author that the Bushes are trying to get a North Korean agent to kill him. Th
e agent they send is likely to be linked to the drug-smuggling, gun-running gang
 known as the Unification Church. Their ranch is next to the Bushes ranch in Par
aguay.


